Notes from Neighbourhood Plan Meeting with Chris Gooding, Data Orchard, 19 March 2015.
Present:

Apologies:

Brian Barnett (Robert Chitham
Jo King
Mark Richards

Audrey Bott
Andrew Thompson
Chris Gooding

David Connor Barrie Morgan
Liz Connolly Peter Furneaux

Chris explained that Data Orchard focus on 3 areas for N Plans:
Research (eg questionnaire)
Project Management (Chris)
Planning (Bill Bloxsome)
The 14% allocation may be modified to account for existing outlying properties too, but no explanation yet
as to whether, if allocation is increased based on these, the location of any further properties should be in
villages or in outlying locations. We should know more about all this by end of the month.
Chris - commented on our PP questions and asked us to consider whether we need to extend these. After
Chris left we agreed that the PP questions formed a good base for us to progress and that no further
questionnaire was neededChris will email Data Orchard’s NP Questionnaire Compendium to Jo, for circulation.
We need to keep constant eye on our evidence base. We feel that the identified sites will be our main
source of evidence, combined with the results of our PP questionnaire, and that these representcomprehensive evidence. Further discussion with Chris needed.
Any consultation costs could go up a bit if -we feel that Lucton may have different issues/needs to rest of
group parish.
Other issues apart from built environment: Broadband. Design, Energy Generation, Sustainability, Roads &
Transport, Etc, all needs evidence to support inclusion.
After Chris left the meeting discussed how to proceed.- It was unanimously decided to request Data
Orchard to consult on certain sections of the process, this to be looked at in more detail (Jo and Brian).
It was agreed to continue as planned:
2nd info leaflet in Parishioner
Call for Sites from Parish Council
All info collated on map
Criteria written
Public meeting
-Maps to be presented at public meeting, with further questions to parish.
Liz re-jigging Brian’s layout for 2nd leaflet.
Jo to contact Chris re DA appointment, and also go ahead with applying for first funding allocation, based
on projected costs over next 6 months.
Next meeting - Weds 8th April, dedicated to criteria. 6pm in church.

